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Abstract 
Wong, P., On the location of fixed points of G-deformations, Topology and its Applications 39 
(1991) 159-165. 
Let G be a finite group and M be a compact smooth G-manifold. In this note, we show that 
there exists a G-deformation cp of M with Fix cp = {x E M 1 q(x) =x} c U MH where (H) is 
maximal in Iso( M 1, the isotropy types of M. We compute the minimal number of fixed points 
in the G-homotopy class of the identity l,v,. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a 
nonempty closed invariant subset A c M such that A = Fix J for some G-deformation f: M + M. 
Keywords: Equivariant fixed-point theory, G-deformation, G-path fields, minimal number of 
fixed points, equivariar.t Euler characteristic, equivariant complete invariance property. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 55M20, 57S99. 
This paper is a sequel to [ 121. There we defined G-path fields on a G-space A. 
If X is a G- Wecken complex, then X admits a simple G-path field if, and only if, 
the equivariant Euler characteristic x~(X) vanishes. We also established that 
admits a fixed point free G-deformation if, and only if, xG( X) = 0. Using G-path 
fields, we were able to give sufficient conditions for a nonempty closed invariant 
subset A c X to be the fixed point set of a G-deformation. 
Our ob.jective here is to determine the minimal number of fixed points in the 
G-homotopy class of the identity 1 M (especially when xG( is a 
compact smooth G-manifold. 
Let Iso denote the iso 
{x~MlC,=N)and is 
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subgroup at x We also let M” = {x E M 1 hx = x for all !r & H) and the Weyl group 
WH = NH/H where NH is the normalizer of H in G. Suppose that Iso( M) = 
{(HA.. 99 (HA)}* If (Hi) is subconjugate to (Hi), we write (Hi) 4 (Hi). Choose an 
admissible ordering on Iso( M) so that (Hi) s (Hi) implies i ~j. There is an associ- 
ated filtration of G-subspaces Ml= l ..C&=M where Mi=GMHl= 
{XE MI(G_x)=(Hj) for somejci}. We also use M’“‘to denote GM”. 
Further background on equivariant topology and classical fixed-point theory can 
be found in [ 1,4] and [2]. 
Throughout G will denote a finite group and M a compact smooth G-manifold 
such that M”/ WH is connected and dim( M”/ WH) 2 2 for every (H) E Iso( M). 
1. Location of fixed points 
Let A={(H)l(H) maximal in Iso( M)}. 
Theorem 1.1. There exists a proximity G-map cp : M + M such that Fix Q c U M,,,, 
where (H) E .& and Q has at most oneJixed orbit in M,” ,. 
Proof. Since (H) is principal in M’“) and M”/ WH = M’“‘/G is connected, M(H) 
is open and dense in M’ ” ) and M( H)/G is connected [4,1.5.14]. Note that M satisfies 
the G- Wecken condition in [ 12,2.2]. Thus there exists a proximity G-map f: M + M 
such that for each (K) E Iso( M), f has at most one fixed orbit in M(H) [ 12, 3.21. 
Let (H) E Iso( M) -A. Suppose that 6 = Gx is the fixed orbit off in Ml H). Choose 
(K) E At such that H is a subgroup of K. Let 6’= Gy be the fixed orbit of f in 
M (K). (Iffis fixed-point free on McKl, letf(x)=a(x,f(x))(d(x,x,,)) where cx is 
the G-map as in [ 12, 1.31, x0 is a point in M( K, - Fixf, and d is a metric on M with 
d < 1. Thus Fix$= Fixfu Gx,, and x0 has index zero.) Let 2, jj be the images of x 
and y, respectively, in M’” ‘/G. Choose a simple path e: [0, l] + M’“‘/G such that 
5(O) = 2, @( 1) = jJ and 5([0,1)) c M( H ,/G. Let (T be a cross section covering (7 (see 
[l, II. 6.31). 
Now o is a path from x’ to 3 where 2 = cyx and 2 = a’y for some cy, a’~ G. 
Moreover, a( [0, 1)) c M, H ). Choose a small euclidean neighborhood N(a) of 
a(i0, 1)) such that nRcG ci(gN( a)) = Gy and N(a) is a cross section. We coalesce 
the fixed point x” to the fixed point f along u inside N(U) relative to the boundary 
aN(o) using [9,3.2]. Taking all the G-translates, we coalesce the fixed orbit 6 to 
the fixed orbit 6’ equivariantly. Applying the above procedure to each (H) E 
Iso( M) - Ju completes the proof. 0 
1,2, In the proof of Theorem 1 .l, kIthat enables us to unite 6 to 0’ is the 
fact that M, H) is open and dense in M’“’ by the principal orbit type theorem. Thus 
Theorem 1 .l will hold if ni is a triangulablc cohomology manifold in the sense of 
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Bore1 (see [7]) or the action is locally smooth (see [ 1, IV.3.11). Furthermore, the 
technique of uniting fixed orbits also works for any ( K ) (not necessarily maximal) 
where H is a subgroup of K. 
Corollary 1.3. Suppose that x( M” ) Z 0 for all (H) E .4. 7hen the minimal number 
of Jixed points in the G-honrotopy class of the identity map is given by 
m&l&= C [G:H]. 
(H)E.U 
Dred If d U \ c 1. fhpn 44 ” 
1 IYVI. EI \ar j -c “‘b, (CIII.. i?l = MH 2nd M(“)z M(H). By the Lefschetz fixed-point 
theorem, any G-deformation must have a fixed point in MH and hence a fixed orbit 
of [G : H] fixed points in M(H). By Theorem 1.1, we can find a G-deformation with 
exactly x(H )E.fI [G : H] fixed points. 0 
[fx(MG)fO, then m&l,,,)= 1. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1.3 and the fact that A = {(G)}. 0 
Corollary 1.5. Let r be a jkite p-group, p odd prime. Suppose that Y is a compact 
smooth r-manifold which is a mod p cohomology (or homology) n-sphere. Assume 
also that dim Y”s2 for each (H)EIso(Y). Then for n even, mt-(I,)=C[T:H] 
where ( H) is maximal in Iso( Y) and m,( 1 y ) = 0 for n odd. Furthermore, ml-( 1 y) = 0 
mod p if Y“ = 0. 
Proof. From Smith theory (see [4,111.4.23] or [l, III.S.l]), Y” is a modp 
cohomology (or homology) r-sphere and n - r is even for every (H) E Iso( Y). When 
n is even the first assertion follows from Theorem 1.1. When n is odd, the equivariant 
Euler characteristic xc;( Y) vanishes and thus Y admits a fixed point free G- 
deformation ([ 12, 1.1) or [ 11, Theorem B)). Hence m,( 1 y) = 0. In the case where 
Y“ =0, [r: H] is divisible by p for all proper subgroups H of K Therefore, 
m,(l y)=O modp. Cl 
2. The mini er 0 oints 
AS seen in Section 1, mG( 1 M ) is easily computed if x( “)+Oforeach(H)Ed. 
In this section, andle the gene 1 case and give a formula for mG( 
possible that x( =0 for some ( )EJU and yet q” 
Q is a G-deformation with 1 ix VI= m&de 
Consider the following: 
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Example 2.1. Let G = Z2 and M = S4 (the unit sphere in IRS). Suppose that G acts 
on M as an involution so that MG = S3. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a G-deformation 
with exactly one fixed point in MG. Thus mC ( 1 M ) d 1. However any G-deformation 
of M must have a fixed point since x(M) # 0. We conclude that m&,,,) = 1 but 
x(MG)=O. 
Let G and M be as in Section 1. Choose an admissible ordering (H,), . . . , (H,) 
on ISO( Let mi={(Fixq((q: Mi+ M;,q -G lw,} and Ai={(H,)I(Hj) maximal 
in Iso( Mi){. Therefore, ml = mG( 1 M ) and J& = 4. I%t a partial ordering on & as 
follows. For (K), (K’) E A&, we write (K) -< (K’) if and only if SKI < 1~1. Thus 
Jui={(H,,j5- - - zs (Hi,,,,,)) where n(i) = I&l. 
Let Ca,( k) be the order ideal (see [ 10,3.1]) in the poset Iso( Mi) corresponding to 
(Hi,) E Ai (i.e., all the chains in Iso( Mi) containing (Hi,)). Define 
I 
n(i) 
Si( k) = 
0 if 1 Ix(MH, M” -MH)l=O, (H)E$i(k)- U $i(j), 
(H) j>k 
I 1 otherwise. 
Theorem 2.2. For 1 s i s j s 1, we have mi s mj and 
n(i) 
??li = C &(k)EG : HiA I- 
k=l 
In particular, 
n(l) 
mGbI)= c WW: &,I. 
k=l 
Proof. Since Mi-1 is a closed G-submanifold of Mi, we have mi_1 s mi. Hence 
m,S- l l s ml. Fix some i, 1 s is 1. By [ 12, 3.21, there exists a proximity G-map ~0 
which has at most one fixed orbit in M fK ) for any (K) E Iso( Mi). First consider the 
submanifold M H~VII,) where H- ,,,(,, is the largest (with respect to 5 ) maximal isotropy 
subgroup in A!i. For each (H) E Ca,( n (i)), there exists a K E (H) such that K is a 
subgroup of Hi,,(,) . We move the fixed orbit of cp in M,H) to that in GMH~~I~l~ using 
Theorem 1.1. If &( n( i)) = 0 then each fixed orbit in M( K ! has index zero for each 
(K) E JJi( n( i)). Thus, by a stepwise induction, those fixed orbits can be removed. 
If G,(n(i))= 1, then for some (K)E JJi(n(i)) the fixed orbit of cp in M(K) is essential 
(see [ 12, 1.21). By Theorem 1.1, VP can move that fixed orbit to GM H~~I~I~. In this 
case, we have [G : Hilll,,] fixed points. 
Applying the above procedure to (H,, ) E Ai in descending order (with respect o 
5 ), we arrive at a proximity G-map 7 tvith ‘Fix ~1 =Cz”l Si(k)[G: Hi,, 1. The , 
minimality of IFix 71 follows from the presence of essential fixed points in 
when Si(k)=l. 6 
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Corollary 2.3. The minimal number of zeros of a G-vectorfield on Misgiven by mc( 1 M ). 
roof. Any G-vectorfield p gives rise to a proximity G-map u via the exponential 
map and vice versa. Thus the zeros of p correspond to the fixed points of V. 0 
Corollary 2.4 [ 12, 3.41. There exists a jixed-point free G-deformation of M if, and 
only if; x&M) =O. 
roof. x~(M)=OC$(~)=O for l~k~n(~)@m~(lM)=O. 0 
orollary 2.5. If x( MG) # 0, then m, = l 9 l =ml=l. 
roof. Since M”c Mi for Wisl, m,=m2==. l = ml. The assertion then follows 
from Corollary 1.4. Cl 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that G is a jinite p-group 
arid for 1 <isjsl,mj-mi=Omodp. 
roof. When MG = $9, [G : Hk, ] is divisible by p 
p 1 mk by Theorem 2.2. If 1~ i sj s 1, then 
??lj-#?li= C &[G:H] 
(H )E.U,-.N, 
wheres=Oor 1. Cl 
and MG =@. For l~k~l,p)mk 
for ( Hki ) E J&, for each k. Thus 
Corollary 2.7. If the G-action on M is free, then mG( 1 ,,., ) = 1 GI or 0. 
roof. It follows from i heorem 2.2 with Iso( M) = (( 1)). Cl 
t complete inwsiawe 
A space X is said to have the complete invariance property (CIP) if every 
nonempty closed subset A c X is the fixed point set of some deformation of X. 
Schirmer showed in [8] that a Wecken complex has the CIP using path fields. For 
maps of a pair, necessary and sufficient conditions are given in [9] for a nonempty 
closed subset F to be the fixed point set of a deformation A : (X, Y) + ( 
the equivariant case, a sufficient condition for a nonempty closed invariant subset 
A c M to be the fixed point set of a G-deformation of M is given in [12]. In this 
section, we improve [ 12, 4.11 by giving a necessary condition. 
heore Let G and M be as before. Suppose that is a nonempty closed invariant 
subset The following statemem 
(1) Given any E > 0, there exists a 3 such that Firs $ = 
(2) An H ?c 0 whenever 
f. Suppose that (1) holds and 9 is a G-deformation such that Fix q = A. If 
H-MMH)#Oforsome(H)EIso(M),thenS,(k)=1whereHisasubg 
(H?,) E J&I. The map q must have a fixed point in MH,I = M H/k c 
Hence An MH Z0. 
Suppose that x( M Ha, M H~ -MH,)fo~AnMH+@forsome i, 1Gid. 
ing [ 12, 4.11, it suffices to find a proximity G-map f such that Fix f c A. Let 
JtCA = W)lW) maximal in Iso( A)) and 8 = (( H) E Iso( Mi) - Iso( A)}. There exists 
a proximity G-map q with at most one fixed orbit in Mf h’, for (K) E Iso( Mi). Let 
N be the fixed orbit of q in M( h’, where (K) E 8. 
Case (i). Suppose that (K ) 2 (H) for all (H) E &. Then N must have index 
zero in M’ Kf otherwise x( M K, M K - Mh’ ) # O+ A n M K Z 0 which contradicts the 
assumption on (K). Hence there exists a proximity G-map cp such that cp is 
fixed-point free in M( h’j for all (K)~(H)EIso(A). 
Case (ii). Suppose that (K ) s ( N) for some (H) E .&. If (K) is subconjugate to 
(H) then we coalesce N to the fixed orbit of q in Mt H, by applying the technique 
in the proof of Theorem 1 .l (as remarked in Remark 1.2). Otherwise (K ) is 
incompatible with any (L) E Iso( in which case we coalesce N to the fixed point 
orbit of q in M( Lvb where ( L) is subconjugate to ( L’) and ( L’) is maximal in Mie 
Hence there exists a proximity G-map which is fixed point free in M, I( ). 
By the relative Lefschetz fixed-point theorem [3, 3.11, x( M Hl, M Hl - MH,) # 0 
implies t very G-deformation must have a fixed point in the closure of MH, 
which is since MH, is dense in My. Together with (i) and (ii), we can find a 
proximity G-map f such that 0 # Fix f c A. Cl 
Example 3.2. Let G = ZZ, X = S’ and Y = S’. Take M = X * Y, the join of X and 
Y. The G-action on X is free and that on Y is trivial. Thus M is a semi-free compact 
smooth G-manifold satisfying the hypotheses in Section 1. Since X * Y = S”, 
x(M)=O. Moreover, MG= Y and so x(MG)=2. Hence, x(M,M-M&= 
x(M, MG)#O. If we take A= MG, then An&,),=@. By Theorem 3.1, A=Fix 50 
for some G-deformation cp since A n M # 0 and A n MG # 0. This shows that the 
condition in [ 12,4.1] is only sufficient but not necessary. 
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